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Banora Point High School, Chris
Randall (Principal)
The school’s Positive Intervention Program has proven
outstandingly successful in supporting young people with
additional needs. The nominator became involved with
Banora Point High School in July 2014. Since that time this
organisation has worked with over 10 students at the school
with the highlight being the graduation from Grade 12 of two
young people involved with the program.
Children, disengaged from school have experienced success
through re-engagement with Banora Point High School
building the child’s ability to cope with new surroundings and
people. Every parent involved in the Banora Point High School
collaboration has given positive feedback about the extra
care and attention their children have received.
A parent whose child graduated said “I wish my son’s
education was just starting, not finishing. If we had found
this school back then his education experience would have
been very different.”

Billabong Swim School
Billabong Swim School is dedicated to bringing the highest
quality and caring swimming lessons to children for fitness
and for life.
The School specialises in a gentle, positive learner friendly
teaching approach. Children with special abilities were
included in the program from the very beginning when the
swim school opened in Tweed Heads in 2006. The skills
learned build the children’s self-esteem, feel a part of the
community and be able to participate with their peers in
swimming activities.
The program helps parents cope with the special
circumstances they experience every day. By mainstreaming
children with special abilities into the regular program,
Billabong believes they are teaching all parents and swimmers
to be inclusive and embrace everyone into their life.
Billabong also participate in community events to support and
raise awareness of children and families with special needs,
such as the Dragon Boat Racing for Kids in Needs, Teddy Bears
Picnic and as well as other family days and picnics.

Glen Bowe
Glen Bowe from ‘Positive Energy’ supports people with special
needs to access and learn to play tennis to the highest level.
Glen has been involved in training Special Olympics athletes
since 2005. In 2016 he commenced special needs tennis
coaching in the Tweed/Byron Shire areas.
He recognised that there was a whole global movement that
supports and creates pathways for people with special needs
wanting to pursue their sports, keep fit and focus on healthy
living as a key part of their lives. He believes that these
athletes deserve the chance to work, play and compete like
everyone else.
Plus he knows just how much this benefits the wider
community who feel they lack experience with supporting
people with disabilities. Glen can show them how. The
nominator said, “Glen has given our son and us as parents
a place to belong, a pathway to go forward and an incentive
to dream and have fun while doing it. And for that we are
ever thankful.”

Cavel Carney, Peter Fyfe and Peter
Saunders, Volunteer Technology Tutors,
Banora Point Community Centre
These three volunteer tutors have been assisting seniors on
a weekly basis for three years giving one-one tuition with
technology (mobile phone/ipad/tablet/laptop or computer).
This work has enabled seniors to engage with friends and
family through technology and also gain confidence dealing
with government departments and businesses who require
forms and correspondence to be completed on-line.
Through the work of this dedicated group, seniors have
been empowered to utilise technology without fear and have
gained confidence to continue to learn.
The students have been able to keep up with advancing
technology with learning at their own pace due to the flexible
approach of the tutors.
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Coffee Moves Cafe, Tweed City
Shopping Centre
This Café prides itself on providing excellent service to all
customers no matter their circumstances. The Manager
Wilma Hawkeswood and her staff go out of their way to
make everything easy and accessible so that people with
disabilities, their friends and families feel welcome.
Through personal experience, Wilma understands the need
of people with disabilities to be included in the community
along with everyone else. She is flexible and caring,
rearranging the furniture to meet the differing requirements
of people with disabilities and provides service that
anticipates their needs.
The café has good physical access and accessible parking
close by.

Coles Banora Point
Coles Banora provides an accessible premises and inclusive
service to customers. Coles Banora has an accessible toilet
and designated parking bays.
Customers in motorised scooters and using wheelchairs
are welcomed to the store. Friendly staff help people
with additional needs on the floor. Staff receive cards for
recognition of kindness and customer service.
The nominator who has vision impairment and is also a carer
said the staff has exceptional customer care. The nominator
who is a member of Blind Citizens Australia has also talked
with the Management to improve even further by labelling
products more clearly and have clearer signage so she can
find things as well as remembering to remove trip hazards in
the aisles.

Peter Comerford, Tweed Sea Sports
The nominator said, “Peter has been providing open water
boating experience for members of Club Latitude (OTCP) on
a weekly basis in 2016. Most of the adults with disabilities,
many with intellectual disability, have very little experience
of being on a boat and possibly none on open water. The
program aims to familiarise the participants with this
experience and boost confidence for involvement in water
sports such as snorkelling and possible scuba diving.
“Taking people with intellectual disability and other cognitive
impairments outside their comfort zone, to take risks and
experience the exhilaration of fast motor boat riding has
been a rewarding experience for the participants.”
One of the participants who also nominated Peter said,
“Peter has taken us on his boat to experience open water.
He took the time to explain the importance of keeping the
environment clean. Peter volunteered his time, his boat and
he provided morning tea free of charge. Peter did all this
from the goodness of his heart.”

Cools Swim School
Cools Swim School is a local Tweed family owned business
providing learn to swim programs to children and adults.
Cools prides itself on its experience in working with children
with disability and advertises this expertise via their “Access
and Inclusion swimming program”. The catch phrase for this
business is “Everybody can swim”.
The programme co-ordinator and head teacher at Cools
Swim School trains all staff in the methods he has learnt over
the past 30 years in the industry. Cools can provide individual
swimming lessons and maintains that it will typically only
take one term of lessons before a child with additional needs
can join their peers in a small group class.
Having lived experience of children with additional needs, the
Cools Swim School has proven ability and confidence that
they can support children with disability to learn to be water
safe and also to swim.
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Disco Committee, Lifebridge Australia

Elaine Johnston

The Lifebridge Disco has been running for many years and
provides a great opportunity for adults with a disability to
meet and socialise and catch up with old friends and make
new ones. It is open to any adult with a disability from
Coomera to Byron bay.

Elaine Johnston refers to people with disabilities as people
with Diverse Abilities. Elaine has the view that everyone can
do something, we just have to find out what that is. She
has been a huge advocate for social inclusion in our local
community and works tirelessly to support awareness and
inclusion for the disability community in the Tweed Shire.

Disco participants who nominated the Committee said, “We
really like going to have fun dancing, meet new friends and
have yummy pizza for dinner. It only costs $10 for the fun
and food. There is a theme each time and they give away
a lucky door prize and best dressed prize too. Everyone
is really friendly. I get to see friends from crossroads and
respite holidays that I didn’t get to see very much anymore.”

Fingal SLSC and Juraki
Fingal SLSC has brought many positive changes to Fingal
Head and seen the area come to life.
A devoted committee has seen the installation of disability
accessible toilets available to the public. Alongside this
they are fundraising towards getting a lift and accessible
shower/toilet facilities inside the Surf Club.
The Juraki program aims to help develop and mentor
young Indigenous leaders through various cultural and
sporting activities. Juraki and Fingal SLSC are committed to
promoting a healthy, strong Indigenous community.
Fingal SLSC has worked hard in bringing the community
together and being all inclusive. This is seen via the strong
connection with Juraki and various other indigenous
groups, local residents, visitors and also our core skills
being surf life savers.
Fingal SLSC committee of 2015/2016 has seen a big change
in the connection between the local indigenous community
and Surf Lifesaving. This change has yielded amazing
results and long term relationships. Fingal SLSC has doubled
in membership this year.

Elaine, who works full time, spends many hours promoting
and creating events which increase awareness around
disability, to give people with disabilities the opportunities to
show their talents and shine.
The most recent example was the Night of Abilities. At the
Night of Abilities, many people saw their children being
given an opportunity to show that they have different
abilities – not disabilities for the first time Elaine’s volunteer
work supporting local events includes “Living at the Lake”,
“Cyc’d Bike Party”, and on the launch of Social Futures
(formerly NRSDC).

Nathan Johnston
Nathan had a dream. His dream was to host a night where
he and his friends demonstrate that having a disability is not
a defect.
Nathan wanted to show the community just how much ability
they all have. The Night of Abilities was held at Tweed Bowls
Club and was open to the community. Nathan, assisted by
Greg Ritchie (cricketer) was the MC for a variety of acts
showcasing US the band (Nathan has been the lead singer
for many years), dancers, drummers, singers and wait staff.
The night not only empowered the individuals who
performed, but educated the community on the ability of all
individuals. This was a sold out event and many asked about
the next Night of Abilities and how to book tickets.
All profits will assist US the band to purchase much needed
band equipment. Proceeds from the next event will be
donated to Kids in Need.
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Kids in Need

Mockingbird Café, Kingscliff

Commencing in 1982 staff working at registered clubs in
the Tweed area raised funds through raffles and concerts to
assist a local family care for their ill child.

The owner and staff at the Mockingbird make sure people
with disabilities feel comfortable going to their café. They
make sure customers with additional needs have enough
space and it is safe to negotiate between tables.

A considerable amount of money was raised which enabled
the family to make the boy’s last months more enjoyable
and stress free. In response to similar requests from other
families a committee was formed by the club staff, their
family and friends to continue this work.
Thirty-four years this has now become a registered charity
that over the years has helped hundreds of children and their
families. Kids in Need receive no government funding and
rely on the generosity of the local clubs and people of the
Tweed area to help fund the many requests that they receive
each month.
Kids in Need help children up to the age of sixteen with such
things as wheelchairs fitted to their individual needs, foot
orthotics, special learning aids, doctor’s visits, operations,
and medications. All requests are accompanied by a
professional’s endorsement.

Diane Laycock
Diane is a coordinator at Lifebridge, helping many families
with family members having high support special needs in
particular. Di is fully supportive of inclusion and wants clients
at Lifebridge to have the same chances and openings as any
able person.
The nominator said “Di has a beautiful caring nature and
fully understands what families are coping with on a day
to day basis and wants to help supply a service that is
beneficial for both the family and the person with the special
needs. A huge impact is given to families when they have a
coordinator who fully understands our needs and also the
system and how best to work with the system to achieve
our needs and wants without undue stress being placed on
family members or the clients.”
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Assistance is provided to each person depending on their
needs as a usual part of the service such as asking the chef
chop up food so it is easier to eat with dignity.
All café patrons are treated with the same respect and
welcomed regardless of diversity. The café employs a young
person with a disability demonstrating their commitment
to inclusion.
The nominator who has a disability and works in the
disability sector said “Management and staff at Mockingbird
Café are proud of their ability to make everyone feel like
they belong especially to people who feel excluded from
community life.”

Mt St Patrick Primary School, Brendan
Ryan (Principal)
Mt St Patrick Primary School promotes the inclusion of
children with disabilities and provides a supportive, inclusive
and safe environment for children.
One of the main concerns for parents of children with
disability is their access and transition to primary school.
Starting with an orientation process to meet the needs of the
child and family, through to curriculum adjustments to suit
each child, Mt St Patrick Primary School is highly responsive
in providing an individual, inclusive environment for all
children with disabilities. By promoting the practices of this
school, other schools will be empowered to increase their
capacity to provide inclusive education.
Mt St Patrick Primary School’s approach to children with
additional needs is very much about preparing the school to
meet the needs of the child, rather than trying to make the
child fit the school.
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Murwillumbah Adult Community
Education, Barbara Carroll (Manager)

Pacific Hope School, Ben Krahe
(Principal)

This training facility promotes inclusion for all adults wishing
to train in accredited courses as well as those wishing to
enjoy lifestyle interest courses.

Ben has been the Principal of Pacific Hope School for only
one year however the nominator said that his dedication
and support for parents with children with additional
needs has made a huge difference. This involved providing
supportive networks to ensure the community is strong,
inclusive and vibrant.

This college has provided assisted to a number of people
with additional learning needs over the last 12 months. One
of these students describes himself as a 30 year old blind
man, who is also deaf and hears with the support of cochlear
implants.
He said when he first approached the college to study Cert
IV in Training and Assessment they were not deterred by his
disabilities, and were encouraging and very supportive. He
said that he had not been successful in obtaining the learning
support he required to succeed previously. “The belief in
myself that I could succeed, and the required support by the
college, helps to change the broader community’s attitude
about what people with a disability can achieve, particularly
in regard to education and employment.”

National Australia Bank, Murwillumbah
National Australia Bank, Murwillumbah have upgraded their
premises to meet access standards. This was not an easy
task due to the site and heritage considerations.
The upgrade involved obtaining the business premises next
door which enabled the bank to build a ramp which makes
their business now fully accessible to any member of the
community. This upgrade includes an ATM which is also
located inside these premises and out of the weather. It has
not only supported members of the community to safely
access the NAB, it has also given a wonderful example to
other business, that with some thought, older buildings can
be upgraded to prevent exclusion.
One of the nominators said, “Providing the ramped access
sends a message about the importance of access. Since the
ramp was installed I use this access even though I am no
longer in a wheelchair. I have a vision-impairment and this
access makes it easier to get inside.”

Children and families in the Hope School are provided with
various opportunities to be part of the school community and
parenting and behaviour specialists are bought in to provide
ideas and answer questions. Families are valued individually
and cared for.
The impact this has had on families has significantly
improved their perception of the community and their
overall welfare. Children in the Hope school and parents
have, prior to being a part of the school, found the schooling
environment difficult and challenging.

Arna Presland
Arna Presland is the mother of a young man living with
Autism. Arna was determined that her son should be able to
connect with his community despite his challenges.
Gaining funding and support from community organisations
enabled the creation of social cycling events. This
helped Arna raise the profile of Autism and create social
opportunities for herself and her family.
After two years of consistent trial and error with various
bikes and accessories the perfect bike equipment was found.
Several social riding events were held around the Tweed and
Gold Coast in the lead up to the main event culminating in a
huge social ride and after party. Through this event, Arna was
also able to break down the barriers around social isolation
for families of people living with Autism and other syndromes
and highlight her son’s challenges as a young man with
wants and needs like any other young person.
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Sandy Rogers
“There are people that come and go in all our lives that make
a difference to us, that make us stride to achieve dreams
beyond our belief that urge us to speak up louder for our
children and young adults that aren’t capable of using their
own voices in times of need. Sandy Rogers is one of these
people.” (Nominator)
Sandy has worked tirelessly both with the Early Intervention
Service and in helping the community by supporting families
with disabled children via her work as Vice-President of the
Tweed Heads Kids in Need Association over three decades.
She has organised and run the KIN Dragon Boat Festival
for 30 years – a major achievement and the biggest Fund
Raising Event for KIN each year. Sandy is a dedicated,
caring and compassionate person and has been a solid rock
for children with disabilities and their families – guiding,
listening, helping and then working tirelessly to raise funds to
help these children overcome the odds and become part of
our society.

South Tweed Rotary Club
Rotary generously assisted Lifebridge to open a community
sensory garden and raise their current garden beds. This
allowed access to the gardens for all clients and community
members that come to the site.
Many have benefited from gaining gardening skills, using
produce in cooking and exploring creativity. Rotary donated
time, people power and tools to the project. Everyone is
now able to be included in the sampling of food and garden
maintenance while stimulating the senses.
The collaboration has been beneficial to Rotary members and
others demonstrating how the simple things in life can bring
joy through improving accessibility and inclusion. Lifebridge
Australia clients and families and other organisations and
individuals now regularly visit these gardens.
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South Tweed Sports Club, Gordon
Rhodes (Manager)
Tweed South Sports Club has supported the Tweed branch of
Blind Citizens Australia for 17 years. They provide a meeting
room free of charge for monthly branch meetings and
discounts on meal charges.
The premises include good access to the upper level meeting
rooms via a lift and escalators assisting members with
mobility and vision impairments and assistive equipment
including Guide Dogs. Staff are very helpful and will support
members where needed such as escorting people to the
lift and meeting room and serving coffee to the table as all
members have vision impairments.
Tweed South Sports Club has provided members with a
friendly and caring meeting place where assistance is
available when needed. This also demonstrates social
inclusion to all club patrons.

Susanne Grae, Tweed City Shopping
Centre
Going shopping for clothes can be challenging for people
who use wheelchairs and have limited mobility until they find
a shop like Susan Grae at Tweed City.
The nominator, who uses a motorised wheelchair said, “I’ve
been going to this shop for quite a while. They are very
helpful. I have developed a relationship with them. They
know what I like and offer me suitable clothes they think
would fit and to my taste. They are also patient and kind.”
“I can take clothes home and try them on there as it’s
difficult for me to do that when I’m in the shop. I can return
them if they aren’t right and I can get a refund or swap
for something else straight away. It’s also easy to move
around in the shop. They changed the rack positions to
accommodate people in a wheelchair after they saw I had
trouble when I first went there. They actually changed the
racks around to make it easy for me.”
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Tweed Patchworkers
Tweed Patchworkers started out as a small group of five
quilters 22 years ago has grown to a committed and
passionate group of 45 members.
For the past fourteen years Tweed Patchworkers have
supported Shaping Outcomes (a local not for profit
organisation that provides services for children 0–6 years
with disabilities and/learning delays) by making quilts, library
bags, art smocks, dolls clothes and financial donations. That
means hundreds of children and their families.
The quilts in particular have provided the children with
tangible proof of the acceptance and love within their
community helping them with their confidence, feelings of
security and making them feel welcomed. A little boy aged
5 took his beautiful quilt to day-care to show his friends for
news. He now makes his bed every morning and puts his
new quilt on top.
As a symbol of the power of inclusion a patchwork quilt is
a perfect example that can depict pictures, evoke feelings,
provide warmth and convey love, care and community.

Tweed Valley Masonic Welfare Ass.
The Tweed Valley Masonic Welfare association has gone to
considerable lengths to ensure the inclusion of elderly and
disabled people in the masonic community by upgrading the
access to their premises.
The Tweed Masonic Centre undertook these to promote
inclusion for elderly Brethren and also the broader
community. Due to the extensive changes to the Masonic
Centre it is now able to be hired by local community groups
and for private functions. Community groups now make use
of this facility and it is quickly becoming a great venue for
wedding celebrations.
The Masonic Centre is also equipped with a Stage area that
includes a piano, side access doors, new PA equipment for
hearing impaired and a Large screen TV for presentations and
multi-media. We believe that all these changes are necessary
for Freemasonry to flourish in Tweed and continue to break
down any barriers between older masons and new members.

Uki Out of School Care, Natascha
Wernick (Manager)
Natasha Wernick along with other amazing staff has
demonstrated a high level of care and social inclusion at this
Center. Natasha is a very actively involved community member
and has been running OOSH for around 10 years. She brings
with her a deep understanding of what’s inclusive and designs
programs that facilitate and support the children to benefit
from her sense of equality and open hearted approach.
Uki OOSH has made an important contribution to improving
access and inclusion within the community by creating a
sense of belonging despite a wide range of differences,
social capabilities, financial challenges and physical and
intellectual disabilities. A lot of effort goes into planning
programs that promote inclusion and educate children in
their ability to read and communicate with each other to
promote friendship building and connection.
Games are modified to allow everyone to participate.

Uki Public School, Jeff Robinson
(Principal)
Uki Public School takes a committed approach to Access and
Inclusion for all children in this small community making Uki
a special place.
The approach at Uki Public School has made a big
“belonging” impact on the children in this small community,
both those with a disability and those without, through
their welcoming and accepting attitude and through their
encouragement of positive social inclusion and interaction.
The nominator said that many families who have children
on the Autism Spectrum find the education system quite
challenging and unsupportive choosing home schooling
for this reason as they have so much trouble fitting into
mainstream settings. At Uki the team go to great lengths to
educate the school and wider community about belonging
and inclusion.
Social interaction is positive at Uki the strategies and supports
that Jeff and the team use are encouraging, educational
and awareness-raising for all involved. This whole school
community is learning to not only accept differences, but to
embrace them, support them and champion them.
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U3A Tweed Coast Inc
U3A Tweed Coast Inc. was established in 2000 and today has
nearly 400 members learning, socializing and exercising in
a non-competitive friendly environment. It is open to anyone
over the age of 40 and no longer working full time for a
modest annual fee.
There are 40 different classes and activities on offer, all
provided by members themselves voluntarily as is the
administration. U3A Tweed Coast Inc. is not for profit,
receives no government assistance and is run by volunteer
members.
As the majority of members are over 60 it seems inevitable
that some have hearing or sight impairment or mobility
issues. Talk to any member and they will say as well as their
immediate family, being part of the U3A family changes their
lives for the better.
Particular care is taken with those with disabilities for example
one of the class leaders uses a wheel chair and U3A facilitates
him being able to hold his classes in his own home.

Zarraffa’s Banora Point
This café is fully accessible set in a weather proof open area
with tables and chairs arranged around a central serving
area. There is pedestrian crossing from the car park with an
appropriate kerb ramp and tactile ground surface indicators.
There is plenty of circulation space and room to move
furniture around if necessary. Because the counter does not
have a lower section for serving people who use wheelchairs
or other people who need a lower counter for service,
the staff are very helpful and respond to any requests
for assistance without any fuss and in a responsive and
respectful way.
The nominator said, “All the staff go out of their way for me
and make me feel like a very valued and equal customer.
Nothing is ever too much trouble such as carrying my coffee
to the car. They know me by name not by my disability. They
truly go above and beyond for the different needs of their
special needs customers.”
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